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Give your pen and office accessories the individual touch of your brand and a personal added value to your customers. The PVD coating BALTONE™ by Oerlikon Balzers, which is available in many classic, timeless and trendy colours, provides that certain something to your writing instruments. This innovative wear and scratch protection offers unsurpassed durability, ensuring that pens and office accessories remain both functional and visually attractive.

**Writing Instruments with Timeless Elegance**

- Luxurious design finish
- Noble appearance
- Optical reproduction of precious metals and other metallic surfaces
- Makes economical material look high-quality
- Ideal for many decorative uses
- Wide range of appealing colours

**Compliant to Environmental, Health and Safety Regulations**

- No chrome VI, thus REACH compliant
- Environmentally friendly PVD coating
- Biocompatible, hypo-allergenic
- UV-resistant
- Highly resistant to chemicals and sweat

**Modern Design and Large Colour Selection**

- Sandblasting
- Brushing
- Round brushing
- Cross brushing
- Different structures can be combined

**Surface Structures**

- Stainless steel
- Galvanised brass
- Aluminium

Many metallic surfaces can be optically reproduced, as can precious metals.

**Silver / Grey**

- 21 Chrome
- 22 Anthracite Light
- 23 Black
- 25 Aubergine
- 26 Brass
- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 35 Anthracite Dark
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold
- 37 Steel Blue

**Anthracite**

- 24 Deep Black
- 27 Bronze
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold

**Black**

- 23 Black
- 25 Aubergine
- 26 Brass
- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold

**Purple**

- 25 Aubergine
- 26 Brass
- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold

**Yellow / Gold**

- 26 Brass
- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold
- 37 Steel Blue

**Red / Brown**

- 26 Brass
- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold
- 37 Steel Blue

**Blue**

- 28 Copper
- 29 Chocolate
- 36 Brass Gold
- 38 Dark Gold
- 40 Yellow Gold
- 37 Steel Blue
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